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ways of presenting ideas. Pan looks on the outward appearance, but the

outward appearance == this can easily lead to disaster.

In the 1930 == 1920's Germany was in a hopeless situationz1

shut in on all sides by hostile neighbors very little of natural re

sources within its boundary having to pay heavy reparations that took

away their natural resources, no ppportunity of expansion. The fut.

appeared absolutely hopeless. One man said to me at that time, in the

early 'JO"s Germany is like a death pot. People are struggling and

there is no hope. d= Go to any border of the land and you will find

lindreds of people hopelessly aiming to get out. The great numbers of

the people within the land are unemployed and simply living on a dole

with no future. In this situation an Austrian_p.ainter'szsz stepped out

with a message of hope. Adolph Hitler told the stricken people that if

they would work together and combine behind him/d%%( their whole

situation would be changed and they would eventually conquer the world.

With ringing oratory that stirred people to their very depths, Hitler

galvanized a despairing land and gathered == organized the people to

work together for the objectives that he had in mind. Soon every one

was working; everyone was looking forward to the future; everyone was

praising the great leader. By the Treaty of Versailles Germany had been

limited in many ways. One by one Hitler broke down these limitations.

As long as the Germans cringed in fear the bands of the treaty of

Versailles t held them tight. The minute they stood up and spoke strongly

these ties dropped == those who were trying to hold them in subjection

simply capitualted. The people said Here is a leader who is able to ==

who is showing us the way to deliverance. The nation poured out a

tremendous effort behind him. Soon half of Europe lay at their feet, and

the other half seemed about to fall. Only the channel saved England from

being taken.

We all know what the result was. What seemed for a time to be the

very means of deliverance for the people resulted eventually in their
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